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Abstract
Social relationships are composed of both positive (affiliative) and negative (agonistic) interactions, representing opposing effects.
Social network theory predicts that positive relationships should be transitive; thus, the friend of a friend is more likely to be a friend.
Further, when considering both positive and negative relationships jointly, structural balance theory predicts that certain configurations
of positive and negative relationships in a triad are inherently less stable (unbalanced) and should tend to be eliminated. However,
structural balance has been rarely examined in nonhuman social systems. We tested for transitivity and structural balance in social
networks of socially flexible yellow-bellied marmots (Marmota flaviventer) and asked if group size, network density, or group
composition affected the degree of structural balance. We found a consistent pattern of significant transitivity in positive interactions,
some transitivity in negative interactions, and some evidence of structural balance. In particular, a Bweak^ definition of structural
balance is probablymore common than Bstrong^ structural balance, which used a stricter definition of balance. Network size limited the
ability to detect these social processes, and smaller networks were less likely to show significant transitivity or structural balance. The
proportion of adult females in a group affected the level of transitivity but did not affect the degree of structural balance. Our study
suggests that there are intriguing similarities in social processes across diverse animal societies and that studying triads and network
motifs may help identify basic social mechanisms linking local to global structure.

Significance statement
Social network theory predicts that basic social mechanisms should lead to similar structural properties across different societies.
For example, positive relationships should be transitive (a friend of a friend is a friend), and certain combinations of positive and
negative relationships represent conflict and should be unstable over time (e.g., a friend of a friend being an enemy is an unstable
state). This latter theory, called structural balance, has rarely been examined in nonhuman societies; hence, we tested for
transitivity and structural balance in groups of free-living yellow-bellied marmots. Positive interactions were generally transitive,
but evidence for structural balance was inconsistent. Furthermore, group composition could affect network transitivity, and small
network size (associated with few interactions) limits ability to detect significant patterns. Our results suggest that transitivity is
fundamental in structuring positive relationships, while some forms of structural balance are present but not widespread.
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Introduction

Understanding the form and function of social relationships is
of fundamental interest in behavioral ecology (Whitehead
2008). In cooperative societies, developing and maintaining
social relationships can be a means to increase fitness in both
sexes. Female-female bonds in primates (Silk 2007) and un-
gulates (Cameron et al. 2009) can be important for increasing
lifetime reproductive fitness. In other cases, female social
bonds form the core of matrilineal societies, which are critical
for maintaining social knowledge and group success
(McComb et al. 2001; Brent et al. 2015). Some male primates
(Harcourt 1992) and cetaceans (Connor et al. 2001) form al-
liances to obtain and guard mates, and male primates (Schülke
et al. 2010) and manakins (McDonald 2007; Edelman and
McDonald 2014) build social capital to access future repro-
ductive opportunities. Another important role of social rela-
tionships can be to establish social roles and reduce costly
social conflict. Dominance hierarchies are common in many
animal societies (Dewsbury 1982; Drews 1993; Ellis 1995;
Shizuka and McDonald 2015), and the establishment of sta-
ble, predictable rank relationships is thought to reduce escala-
tion of aggression, which can be energetically costly and more
likely to result in injury (Drews 1993). Active conflict resolu-
tion is also important in primate societies (deWaal 2000), with
some individuals even playing policing roles to maintain so-
cial stability (Flack et al. 2006). Even in less structured soci-
eties, there is evidence that social instability might negatively
impact fitness components (Barocas et al. 2011; Wey et al.
2013).

Recent interest in animal social networks, where the pat-
terning of social connections among individuals is represented
and analyzed as a network of nodes (vertices) and ties (edges,
links), has emphasized the utility of studying both global and
local structural properties (Wey et al. 2008; Farine and
Whitehead 2015; Krause et al. 2015; Croft et al. 2016).
Many studies have examined how affiliative networks are
shaped (Croft et al. 2006, 2009; Wey and Blumstein 2010;
Brent et al. 2011; Ilany et al. 2015) and their impacts on indi-
vidual outcomes, such as reproductive success (McDonald
2007; Wey and Blumstein 2012; Vander Wal et al. 2015)
and survival (Stanton and Mann 2012; Blumstein et al.
2018), in natural populations. Other studies have considered
how conflict and conflict resolution shape social networks
(Flack et al. 2006), particularly in dominance interactions
(Dey et al. 2013; Shizuka and McDonald 2015). The structure
and function of network motifs, i.e., repeated subgraphs or
small-scale patterns, have long been of interest in the study
of social processes because these local interactions bridge in-
dividual behaviors and emergent network patterns
(Wasserman and Faust 1994; Milo et al. 2002). Sets of three
nodes (triads or triangles) have been of particular interest as
they represent a key transition from dyadic interactions,

involving only two individuals, to more complex patterning
of interactions among multiple individuals (Faust 2010).
Triads have more possible configurations than dyads (which
largely vary between having a connection or not), while still
being simple enough to infer general local rules affecting
larger-scale structure. The structure of interactions among tri-
ads has thus played an important role in a number of important
sociological theories (Heider 1946; Cartwright and Harary
1956; Granovetter 1973; Holland and Leinhardt 1976).
Among the most prominent is the concept of transitivity,
which in the context of positive relationships can be expressed
as Bthe friend of my friend is my friend^. Thus, if A is friends
with B and C, B and C should also have (or be more likely to
develop) a friendly relationship, resulting in a fully connected
triangle (Fig. 1, upper left). Tendency towards this kind of
transitivity in positive relationships is commonly seen in so-
cial networks across species and contexts (Newman and Park
2003; Faust 2010; Ilany et al. 2013, 2015; Edelman and
McDonald 2014).

An early triad-based hypothesis focused on the idea of
Bstructural balance^ in configurations of positive (+) and neg-
ative (-) ties among individuals or entities (Heider 1946;
Cartwright and Harary 1956; Hummon and Doreian 2003;
Zheng et al. 2015) (Fig. 1). This theory is based on the prin-
ciple that, in social networks where both + and - relationships
exist, certain configurations of triads are inherently more sta-
ble or balanced, whereas others are inherently unstable or

+ +
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+ +

-

+ -

-

- -

-

Balanced Unbalanced

Balanced Unbalanced (strong)
Balanced (weak)

Fig. 1 Possible configurations of positive and negative relationships in
undirected triads. Under the original Bstrong^ structural balance
definition, the configurations on the left are considered balanced and
the configurations on the right unbalanced, while under the Bweak^
structural balance definition, the - - - (bottom right) triad is also consid-
ered balanced. Unbalanced triads are expected to be unstable due to
conflicts for the actors inherent to the configurations
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unbalanced. In an undirected network, the four possible con-
figurations are as follows: +++, ++-, +–, and—. The +++ and
+– triads represent situations in which all three nodes are
friendly or two nodes are friends with each other and both
enemies of the third, respectively and are considered stable
(Fig. 1, left side). On the other hand, a ++- triad would repre-
sent a situation in which one node is friends with the other
two, who are enemies of each other, resulting in social tension
(Fig. 1, right side). A — triad also represents conflict and is
considered unbalanced under the original theory of Bstrong^
structural balance because a positive relationship is expected
to eventually form between one dyad (turning the situation
into an Balliance^ between two individuals against the third).
A relaxed definition of Bweak^ structural balance (Davis
1967) only considers the ++- configuration (Fig. 1, top right)
unbalanced, i.e., the — triad (Fig. 1, bottom right) is consid-
ered balanced under this definition. This definition is likely
more relevant to situations where there are more than two
subgroups in a network and— triads might be common with-
out representing strong social dissonance. Broadly, social net-
works, where nodes are individuals or entities, are generally
expected to showmanymore balanced than unbalanced triads.

Despite this long-standing interest in structural balance the-
ory, there have been relatively few explicit tests of its predic-
tions for the structuring of positive and negative interactions.
Some human networks display structural balance, while
others do not (Doreian and Mrvar 1996; Hummon and
Doreian 2003; Jordán 2009; Leskovec et al. 2010; Facchetti
et al. 2011; Zheng et al. 2015) and, to our knowledge, this
specific hypothesis has only been empirically tested in a single
nonhuman species. Ilany et al. (2013) found evidence for
structural balance in groups of wild rock hyraxes (Procavia
capensis) and that immigrant animals create social instability,
demonstrating the emergence of seemingly complex structural
balance without advanced cognition. More generally, various
studies have demonstrated how social complexity might
emerge from simple local processes in diverse systems, in-
cluding repeated basic network motifs (Milo et al. 2002;
Ohtsuki et al. 2006), individual differences in behavioral rules
affecting position in networks (Krause et al. 2010; Firth et al.
2017), or partner preferences affecting cooperation (Croft
et al. 2015) or mating behavior (McDonald and Pizzari
2016). Thus, it seems likely that further tests for structural
balance in diverse species will provide important insight into
how social processes, including those involving more than
one type of social interaction, generally emerge in real
systems.

In this study, we used long-term data from a free-living
population of yellow-bellied marmots (Marmota flaviventer)
(previously M. flaviventris) to test several hypotheses about
the structuring of animal social networks. We used social in-
teractions observed over the course of several months as a
proxy for social relationships. First, we hypothesized that

social affiliation should be transitive (friends of friends are
likely to be friends). In contrast, we did not expect to see this
pattern in agonistic interactions. (Note that network
Btransitivity^ in this study differs from the form discussed
elsewhere (Shizuka and McDonald 2015).) Second, we hy-
pothesized that networks of positive and negative interactions
should tend towards structural balance; that is, there should be
a high number of balanced triads. Third, given that adult fe-
males of this species settle permanently in one colony while
adult males are more likely to move among colonies and ju-
veniles often disperse, we hypothesized that maintaining so-
cial stability should be more important for adult females than
for other demographic groups. Thus, we predicted that net-
works with a higher proportion of adult females would be
more likely to show transitivity and structural balance.

Methods

Study system and data collection

Yellow-bellied marmots are large burrowing North American
sciurid rodents, and a wild population under long-term study
at the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory (RMBL), CO,
provides a model system for many research questions
(Blumstein 2013; Armitage 2014). Adult females are tradi-
tionally viewed as the social glue holding colonies together,
as they settle in colonies permanently, often forming matrilin-
eal groups and using a reproductive strategy of Brecruiting^
daughters and female relatives to settle in the same colony
(Armitage 2014). Hence, colonies are often composed of
one or more groups of related adult females. However, adult
female marmots also compete with other females, including
kin, for resources and reproductive success (Armitage 2014).
Social interactions appear to reflect these competing interests.
Adult females tend to direct affiliation towards close kin
(Armitage 2014), but agonistic interactions are common
among relatives and overlap with affiliation (Wey and
Blumstein 2010). Moreover, adult females do not appear to
gain direct reproductive benefits from stronger social relation-
ships (Wey and Blumstein 2012).

Long-term trapping and observational methods for the
RMBL study are the same as described elsewhere (Wey and
Blumstein 2010, 2012; Blumstein 2013). Briefly, marmots are
observed and live-trapped repeatedly and regularly from
spring emergence (typically mid-April) until late summer
(mid-September) at several permanent colonies. Data used in
the current study come from 5 colonies (River, Bench, Town,
Marmot Meadow, Picnic) that received similar levels of sam-
pling in each year (average > 100 h per colony per year). We
attempt to observe each colony daily (in the morning, 07:00–
10:00 h, and/or the afternoon, 16:00–19:00 h) and trap colo-
nies every 2 weeks between mid-May and mid-September,
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weather permitting. Animals receive uniquely numbered ear
tags the first time they are trapped for permanent identification
and a distinctive dye mark as needed on their dorsal pelage so
that they can be identified during observations. Age, sex, re-
productive status, mass, and other morphological indices are
recorded every time animals are trapped. Behavioral observa-
tions are conducted at a distance through spotting scopes so as
not to disturb the animals. It was not possible to record data
blind as identifying individuals was key to observing animals
in the field.

From 2003 on, observers conducted detailed continuous
scan sampling at each colony and recorded all occurrences
of social interaction. For each interaction, the type and identi-
ties of the initiator and recipient were recorded, where possi-
ble. Interaction types were defined from an ethogram previ-
ously developed for this system (Blumstein et al. 2009).
Affiliative interactions—which we considered positive
interactions—included greeting, grooming, sitting in close
proximity, foraging together, and playful interactions.
Agonistic interactions—which we considered as negative
interactions—included aggression and displacements (where
one individual moves away in response to the approach of
another individual). Interaction rates are typically low in this
species, and most interactions and participants could be clear-
ly identified. We excluded any interactions whose nature
(affiliative or agonistic) or participants were not clear from
analysis. Only individuals that were observed or trapped at a
colonymore than 5 times in a year were included in analysis to
avoid including transient animals as group members.

Network analysis and assignment of positive
and negative interactions

We used behavioral observations from 2003 to 2011 to con-
struct annual social networks for each colony. We chose this
level of analysis rather than a higher population level because
colonies are spatially distinct and all individuals within the
colony are able to interact (although, of course, some choose
not to). These marmots do not typically move outside their
colony unless dispersing (either as yearlings or as breeding
adult males); hence, there are no persistent interactions among
colonies. Marmots rely on their burrows for protection and
generally stay physically close to colonies, emerging and
moving about temporarily during the day mainly to feed, so
colony members are consistently within or directly around the
colony site. We constructed affiliative (positive only) net-
works where binary undirected connections between every
pair of individuals was assigned as being present if that pair
was observed in any affiliative interaction that year, and ab-
sent otherwise. We created agonistic (negative only) networks
in the same way with agonistic interactions. The concepts of
transitivity and structural balance were developed and are bet-
ter studies in the context of considering binary undirected ties,

and we consider the definition of a signed binary tie between
two individuals as inferring the quality of a social relationship
from multiple interactions. Previous analysis in this system
suggests that unweighted and weighted measures of centrality
are highly correlated (Wey and Blumstein 2010, 2012).

For each network, we then calculated the transitivity (i.e.,
clustering coefficient), which measures the proportion of
completely connected triads out of the total possible. Rather
than directly analyzing transitivity scores, whose likely values
will be affected by network size and density, we used network
permutations to assess the significance of this structural mea-
sure for each network and looked for overall patterns of sig-
nificantly transitive structure across networks. We created
1000 permuted versions of each observed network by
rewiring the ties while maintaining the degree sequence,
where the number of iterations in each rewiring was 10 ×
the number of nodes (to allow for more iterations in larger
networks, which also had more ties). In permuting networks,
we did not have a reliable way to track more detailed spatial
overlap of individuals, so could not account for this factor that
likely influences social patterns at a smaller scale. However,
the size of marmot colonies is well within distances animals
can move to forage, so all colony members have the potential
to interact. We then recalculated transitivity for each of the
permuted networks and calculated the proportion of permuta-
tions that resulted in a value as high or higher than the level of
transitivity in the original network. Reported P values are
these proportions and are 1-tailed as we were specifically in-
terested in testing the hypothesis of higher transitivity in social
networks.

For analysis of structural balance, we assigned each pair of
individuals a + or - interaction. If only + interactions occurred
within the pair, theywere assigned a + interaction. Likewise, if
only - interactions occurred within a pair, they were assigned a
- interaction. For pairs that had both + and - interactions, we
compared results from two different assignment rules. In the
first method, pairs that had both + and - interactions were
assigned a - relationship, which represents this type of rela-
tionship as tending towards conflict. This conservatively in-
terprets conflict in the interaction and could be biologically
relevant for social relationships that are not yet resolved or are
in flux. In the second method, we omitted any ties between
pairs that had both + and - interactions. This would remove
interactions for which there was uncertainty about their nature.
In the interest of space, we only present results from the first
method in the main text but provide network and triad sum-
maries for both in supplemental material and address potential
differences in interpretation in the BDiscussion^ section.

For each network, we then counted the number of balanced
and unbalanced triads, as defined first by Bstrong^ and then by
Bweak^ structural balance. We again created 1000 permuta-
tions of each network by rewiring the observed ties 10 × the
number of nodes, recalculated the number of balanced and
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unbalanced triads in each network permutation, and calculated
the proportion of balanced triads (again for both Bstrong^ and
Bweak^ definitions) out of the total triads. We assessed signif-
icance of structural balance two ways: first, as the probability
of getting a number of balanced triads as large as or larger than
the number in the observed network, and second, as the prob-
ability of getting a proportion of balanced triads out of total
triads as large as or larger than the level in the observed net-
work. The second method is more restrictive and will be more
difficult to measure in networks with fewer triads. Reported P
values again come from the probabilities of the observed sta-
tistic compared with permutations and are 1-tailed because the
hypothesis was specifically that social networks should tend
towards higher transitivity and structural balance. Because we
used 1-tailed P values, we considered P < 0.025 as significant.
We did not consider the opposite pattern (networks showing
lower transitivity and structural balance than expected) here
but consider the implications of this possibility in the
Discussion.

We examined the potential effect of group size and compo-
sition on transitivity in affiliative and agonistic networks sep-
arately using linear mixed models (LMMs). We modeled net-
work transitivity as a function of the fixed effects of number of
nodes (centered to 0 and scaled to 1 standard deviation), net-
work density, and proportion of adult females. We also
modeled these same fixed effects on structural balance in a
generalized linear model (GLMM) with binomial error distri-
bution, where the dependent variable is specified as a 2-
column variable with the number of balanced and unbalanced
triads in the network. All models included random intercepts
for year and colony, and we tested for significance of random
effects with log-likelihood ratio tests with 1 degree of
freedom.

We conducted analyses in R version 3.1.2 (R Development
Core Team 2018), network-specific analyses with the package
Bigraph^ (Csardi and Nepusz 2006), and LMMs with Blme4^
(Bates et al. 2015). Code for calculating structural balance is
provided in Supplementary Material.

Results

In total, we included 43 networks (colony-years) in triad anal-
ysis (Table 1). We excluded the 2009 River colony from this
study due to an extremely low population and low rate of
interactions in the colony that precluded triad analysis. We
also excluded a few other networks from analysis of agonistic
structure as there were too few interactions for triad analysis
(see Supplementary Material, Table S1).

Most marmot social networks composed of positive inter-
actions showed significant transitivity, while half or fewer of
networks of negative interactions showed significant transitiv-
ity (Fig. 2, Table S1). In affiliative networks, only relatively

small networks ever failed to show significant transitivity.
Across all affiliative networks, 28 out of 43 (63.6%) showed
significant transitivity, and if networks with 10 or fewer nodes
are excluded (the lowest quartile of network size), 27 out of 32
(84.4%) showed significant transitivity. The extreme differen-
tiation in P values in Fig. 2 (generally either highly significant
or not at all) likely reflects the lack of variation in smaller
networks with few interactions, i.e., there are fewer ways to
permute links and differentiate between permuted and ob-
served networks, even if there is a high level of transitivity.
In contrast, bigger networks with more affiliative interactions
always had very significant levels of transitivity. Agonistic
networks showed a less consistent pattern of transitivity than
affiliative networks (Fig. 2, Table S1). Across all agonistic
networks, 13 out of 38 (34.2%) showed significant transitivity,
and 13 out of 32 (40.6%) with more than 10 nodes had sig-
nificant transitivity. In contrast with affiliative networks, the
significance of transitivity in agonistic networks seemed to be
less strongly tied to network size.

The level of transitivity in affiliative networks (model in-
tercept = 0.493, P < 0.001) was not affected by the number of
nodes (β = 0.061, P = 0.123). However, denser affiliative net-
works tended to have higher transitivity (β = 0.750, P =
0.002), and networks with a greater proportion of adult fe-
males tended to be less transitive (β = − 0.391, P = 0.033). In
contrast, the level of transitivity in agonistic networks (model
intercept = 0.516, P = 0.001) was not affected by the number

Table 1 Summary of network characteristics for 43 networks used in
triad analysis

Mean SD Min. Max.

Nodesa 16.30 9.57 5 44

Proportion adult femalesb 0.38 0.17 0.10 1

Density—affiliativec 0.31 0.16 0.06 0.80

Density—agonisticd 0.18 0.12 0 0.49

Transitivity—affiliativee 0.58 0.23 0 1

Transitivity—agonisticf 0.35 0.23 0 0.88

Closed triadsg 65.25 83.67 1 360

Proportion balanced (strong)h 0.51 0.23 0 1

Proportion balanced (weak)i 0.74 0.22 0 1

aNumber of individuals in the network
bNumber adult females/number individuals in the network
c Number of affiliative interactions/maximum possible interactions
d Number of agonistic interactions/maximum possible interactions
e Number of closed affiliative triads/total affiliative triads
f Number of closed agonistic triads/total agonistic triads
g Number fully connected triads, based on any interaction (+ or -) present
h Balanced triads/closed triads, based on Bstrong^ structural balance from
method 1 (pairs with both + and - interactions assigned - relationship)
i Balanced triads/closed triads, based on Bweak^ structural balance from
method 1 (pairs with both + and - interactions assigned - relationship)
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of nodes (β = − 0.052, P = 0.225), network density (β = −
0.049, P = 0.878), or proportion of adult females (β = −
0.402, P = 0.080), although there was a tendency for networks
with greater proportion of adult females to be less transitive.
Random effects of year and colony were never significant (all
P > 0.499).

We found some evidence for structural balance, but the
level differed between Bstrong^ and Bweak^ structural bal-
ance and also depended on the statistic used. When we
looked at the number of strongly balanced triads, 26 out
of 43 networks (60.5%) had more balanced triads than
comparable permuted networks, but when we looked at
the proportion of strongly balanced triads out of all triads,
only 2 out of 43 (4.6%) showed a significantly higher
proportion than comparable permuted networks (Fig. 3,
Table S1). Excluding the smallest networks (10 or fewer
nodes) leads to 19 out of 32 (59.4%) and 2 out of 32
(6.3%) significant networks according to the first or sec-
ond method, respectively. When we looked at the number
of weakly balanced triads, 28 out of 43 networks (65.1%)
had more balanced triads than comparable permuted net-
works, and when we looked at the proportion of weakly
balanced triads out of all triads, 9 out of 43 (20.9%)
showed a significantly higher proportion than comparable
permuted networks (Fig. 4, Table S1). Excluding the

smallest networks (10 or fewer nodes) leads to 26 out of
32 (81.3%) and 8 out of 32 (25.0%) significant networks
according to the first or second method, respectively.

The proportion of strongly balanced triads in a network
(model intercept = 0.327, OR (odds ratio) = 1.386, P = 0.411)
was not affected by network size (β = − 0.113, OR = 0.893,
P = 0.276), network density (β = − 0.391, OR = 0.676, P =
0.552), or the proportion of adult females (β = − 0.212,
OR = 0.809, P = 0.686) in the network. Both colonies (χ2 =
20.552, P < 0.001) and years (χ2 = 5.901, P = 0.015) differed
in this proportion. The proportion of weakly balanced triads in
a network (model intercept = 0.968, OR = 2.634, P = 0.038)
was not affected by network size (β = − 0.156, OR = 0.855,
P = 0.154), network density (β = 0.649, OR = 1.913, P =
0.472), or the proportion of adult females (β = 0.038, OR =
1.039, P = 0.947) in the network. Colonies did not differ in
this proportion (χ2 = 1.479, P = 0.224), but years did (χ2 =
23.121, P < 0.001).

Discussion

We provide one of the first tests of strong and weak structural
balance in nonhuman social networks, which suggests that
structural balance occurs to some degree but is not
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Fig. 2 Transitivity and
probabilities of obtaining
transitivity scores plotted against
number of nodes in the network,
for affiliative and agonistic
networks. Probability was
calculated as the number of values
from permuted networks that
were as large as or larger than in
the observed network. Affiliative
networks were more likely to
show significant transitivity
overall, and smaller affiliative
networks were less likely to show
significant transitivity. The
dashed vertical line indicates
network size of 10, and the solid
horizontal line indicates P = 0.025
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widespread, in groups of free-living marmots. Our results pro-
vide stronger evidence that significant transitivity is wide-
spread in the structuring of positive interactions and that it is
less prevalent in negative interactions. However, the ability to
detect a significant pattern was limited in small networks, and
network density increased affiliative transitivity. Contrary to
our predictions, adult females were not drivers of social bal-
ance; a higher proportion of adult females did not increase
levels transitivity or structural balance but instead appeared
to decrease transitivity in affiliative networks. Overall, our
study provides exciting insight into social processes occurring
in nonhuman animals and highlights both similarities and di-
versity of social structure across very different systems.

Our results add to previous findings that transitivity in net-
works of positive interactions is common across species and
contexts (Faust 2010), including among others in humans
(Newman and Park 2003), bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
spp.) (Lusseau 2003), rock hyrax (Ilany et al. 2013, 2015),
and long-tailed manakins (Chiroxiphia linearis) (Edelman
and McDonald 2014). Interestingly, in contrast to other stud-
ied systems, yellow-bellied marmots are not highly coopera-
tive, and the transitive structure might be expected to arise
from simple mechanisms (Faust 2010). Marmot colonies fre-
quently consist of multiple smaller subgroups of individuals
that overlap more in space and interact more frequently

(Blumstein 2013), and these subgroups could facilitate com-
plete triads among neighbors. This spatial structure might ex-
plain the presence of transitivity in some agonistic networks,
which was not predicted, but the higher level of significant
transitivity in affiliative networks suggests that additional
mechanisms are driving transitivity in positive interactions.
Affiliative networks with a higher proportion of adult females
had lower transitivity, suggesting that costs of competition
might shape marmot sociality more strongly than benefits of
cooperation in this system (Blumstein 2013). We had predict-
ed that adult females might have the most motivation to main-
tain social stability, resulting in higher clustering and/or struc-
tural balance. Other work has also shown that, not only do
individual females not appear to gain direct benefits from
affiliative interactions, but there might actually be costs asso-
ciated with more affiliation, although the causal mechanism is
unclear (Wey et al. 2013; Blumstein et al. 2018). We also note
that the negative effect in this study could be partly driven by
the proportion of yearlings in a network being strongly in-
versely correlated with the proportion of adult females.
Because of this strong negative correlation (r = − 0.87), we
did not include the proportion of yearlings in the samemodels,
but yearlings are highly affiliative and drive social connected-
ness (Wey and Blumstein 2010), so they are more likely to
create complete triads.
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Bstrong^ structural balance, and
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in the observed network. The
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Network size and density also play roles in transitivity of
affiliative networks. Denser networks, with more links for a
given network size, had higher levels of transitivity. On some
level, this could be a byproduct of complete triads being more
likely when there are more links. However, the lack of the
equivalent effect of density in agonistic networks implies that
there are additional social processes at work. While network
size (number of nodes) did not have a direct effect on the level
of transitivity in affiliative or agonistic networks, network size
did seem to limit our ability to detect significant transitivity.
The only affiliative networks that did not show significant
transitivity were small (12 nodes or less). We note that small
networks have fewer potential configurations, and thus the
permutation method is unlikely to detect structure that is sig-
nificantly different from permutations, even if the level of
transitivity is high. Additionally, high densities in small net-
works will make them nearly completely connected, essential-
ly saturating them and making it impossible to detect signifi-
cant differences from permuted networks. Network size could
also potentially affect the structure measured through observer
ability to track activity in different colonies. The largest and
most socially active networks will have the most potential for
individual interactions to be missed. However, there is typi-
cally only a low level of social activity in marmot colonies,
with the exception of bouts of play by yearlings, andwe do not

expect this to be a systematic issue with interactions observed
over a season and usually with multiple interactions observed
between pairs.

While at least some marmot social networks showed sig-
nificant structural balance, the significance of the pattern
depended on the measurement of structural balance used.
Although many networks had more balanced triads (both
strong and weak) than permuted networks, almost no net-
works (5%) showed strong structural balance when compar-
ing proportion of balanced triads in method 1 (ambiguous +/-
pairs assigned -). This percentage was higher if we considered
weak structural balance (21% of networks) or if we omitted
ambiguous +/- pairs (23% of networks). This percentage was
also higher if we omitted the smallest networks, which were
less likely to show a significant pattern, but overall this sug-
gests that structural balance is not widespread in this system.
Network size and density did not appear to have direct effects
on the level of structural balance. Social networks are expect-
ed to tend towards structural balance over time (Harary 1961),
so this process might be hard to detect in less well-established
networks such as in this study. Marmot groups experience
long hibernations and significant turnover in group member-
ship each year, with adult females being the most stable mem-
bers, which might limit establishment of long-term structural
balance. The higher number of weakly balanced triads
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balanced triads according to
Bweak^ structural balance, and
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in the observed network. The
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network size of 10, and the solid
horizontal line indicates P = 0.025
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indicates that—triads are common and that there are multiple
(more than 2) subgroups per network, and the increase in
structural balance when ambiguous pairs were omitted sug-
gests that selection of relevant relationships is important. It
might be rare to find strong structural balance in most nonhu-
man social networks and more common to see weak structural
balance, and this is a pattern to be tested more broadly.

We currently have few other animal studies with which to
directly compare our results for structural balance specifically,
but the theory should have broad relevance to any system
where individuals experience repeated overlap in positive
and negative relationships and might benefit frommaintaining
social balance. Our results differ somewhat from those of
Ilany et al. (2013), who found significant structural balance
across wild rock hyrax groups. The disparity could arise from
a difference in how positive and negative relationships were
defined in the two studies. We considered pairs exhibiting
both positive and negative interactions as having a negative
(unstable) relationship (or we deleted the relationship), which
tends to increase the frequency of negative relationships. Ilany
et al. (2013) defined pairs that exhibited any affiliation as
having positive relationships, which would tend to increase
the frequency of positive relationships and might be more
similar to our analysis of networks of only positive interac-
tions. Moreover, as previously noted, yellow-bellied marmots
are not highly cooperative, and maintaining structural balance
might have fewer benefits than in humans or other highly
cooperative species. It will be interesting to see if degree of
sociality or context are predictors of tendency towards struc-
tural balance. For example, would more cooperative species
typically show both transitivity in affiliative interactions and
structural balance, while less cooperative species show less
structural balance? Or is contextual motivation for social bal-
ance more important than degree of sociality per se? Even
human social networks show some variation in whether or
not structural balance is present (Hummon and Doreian
2003; Leskovec et al. 2010; Zheng et al. 2015), indicating that
context is important. Importantly though, the question of so-
cial balance applies to the joint patterns of positive and nega-
tive interactions, not on level of cooperation. A number of
other animal studies have examined clustering or multiple
types of social interactions simultaneously, without explicitly
testing for structural balance, and these could provide fruitful
avenues for testing for balance between positive and negative
relationships. Various studies have demonstrated how cluster-
ing and other local processes affect the emergence of cooper-
ation, notably in a series of studies in guppies (Poecilia
reticulata), which conduct cooperative predator inspection
(Croft et al. 2015). Diverse factors ranging from the distribu-
tion of individuals in space and time to partner preference and
reciprocity affect the patterns of this cooperative behavior,
which is risky and relies on stable partnerships. Studies that
have already examined both positive and negative network

interactions include pig-tailed macaques (Macaca
nemestrina) (Flack et al. 2005, 2006), rhesus macaques
(Macaca mulatta) (Brent et al. 2013), chacma baboons
(Papio hamadryas ursinus) (Barrett et al. 2012), white-faced
capuchins (Cebus capunicus) (Crofoot et al. 2011), meerkats
(Suricata suricatta) (Madden et al. 2009), and ring-tailed co-
atis (Nasua nasua) (Hirsch et al. 2012), among others (Faust
2010). Testing structural balance theory would be a natural
further question in these systems but would likely provide
insight into any system with triadic structure in positive and
negative interactions.

The lack of consistent signatures of structural balance in
our study might also suggest that agonistic interactions, and
thus negative relationships, in this system are less clearly
structured than affiliative interactions. For example, while
affiliative partner choice was significantly influenced by sim-
ilarity in age and relatedness, agonistic partner interactions
were not well predicted by these factors (Wey and Blumstein
2010). It is also not uncommon for the same individuals to
show both affiliation and agonism (17% of ties in this study;
also see Wey and Blumstein 2010), and reproductive female
marmots are motivated by both cooperation and conflict with
their own kin (Armitage 2014). In this study, we focused on
testing tendency towards higher transitivity or structural bal-
ance, but examining the opposite tendency (if there are colo-
nies that show lower transitivity or less balance) could be
interesting as well. Animals might actively avoid certain in-
teractions, and we could hypothesize for instance that agonis-
tic networks show lower clustering if some individuals are
dominant and aggression is structured more linearly. It is also
important to consider how well our definitions of positive and
negative relationships capture how animals experience rela-
tionships.We included low-level agonistic encounters, such as
displacements, in the same category as the much less common
higher-level aggression (chases, fights), and it is possible that
these types of interactions are qualitatively different. We also
used a definition of negative relationships that considered
mixed affiliative and agonistic interactions as a negative rela-
tionship, but it might be important to consider the frequency of
each type of interaction or other weighting rules in determin-
ing the overall relationship quality. Finally, membership in
marmot colonies typically changes significantly between
years and to some extent even within years, so the social
networks used here might represent a snapshot that represents
multiple phases of integration or a system in flux. If flux is
expected, perhaps it is not ultimately beneficial for marmots to
invest in the cognitive capacity required to keep track of these
relationships. Addressing temporal change in networks and
studying network structure and consequences on the right
timescale is an ongoing challenge (Gross and Blasius 2008;
Blonder et al. 2012; Holme and Saramäki 2012; Sih and Wey
2014).
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Overall, our study adds to the empirical understanding of
how animal social networks are structured, and it also illus-
trates the potential utility of considering network motifs to
study local network structures. Considering its long history
in sociological studies and the intuitive applications to animal
societies, it is somewhat surprising that there has not been
more application of structural balance theory and analysis of
network motifs more generally to nonhuman groups (but see
Hobson and DeDeo 2015; Shizuka and McDonald 2012,
2015). More recent developments have also proposed variants
to structural balance theory, such as status theory (Leskovec
et al. 2010), which might better explain certain human social
networks, such as directed relationships in online social net-
works. A recent review and analysis by Yap and Harrigan
(2015) found that both balance and status (along with a third
major social network paradigm—homophily; McPherson
et al. 2001) explained a large majority of student social net-
works. Status theorymakes some predictions similar to expec-
tations for the kind of transitive relationships commonly stud-
ied in animal dominance hierarchies (Shizuka and McDonald
2015), and it will be intriguing to see if findings in the two
fields converge. Even most studies of human social networks
only analyze positive ties without considering negative ties
(Leskovec et al. 2010).

Given the complexity and common presence of multiple
types of relationships in real social networks, further tests of
structural balance theorywill be highly informative in study-
ing the broader form and function of social networks.Anum-
ber of intriguing directions for further empiricalwork readily
come to mind. Most simply, further studies in diverse sys-
temswould help establish howgeneral these social processes
are and if there is variation across different social systems.
Methodologically, experimental manipulations could great-
ly enhance our understanding of the role that environment or
individuals play in triadic structure. For example, network
structure responds to different environmental factors in di-
verse species: resource availability in New Caledonian
crows (Corvus moneduloides) (St Clair et al. 2015), food
quality in bees (Apis spp.) (Naug 2008), habitat structure in
sleepy lizards (Tiliqua rugosa) (Leu et al. 2016), and water
levels and sex ratio in guppies (Wilson et al. 2015), so we
could hypothesize that environmental factors could general-
ly increase or decrease social stability. We could also test
predictions about how network structure, either at a local or
global scale, might respond to removal of different nodes
depending on their role in triads. For example, based on
clustering and balance theory, we might predict that
removing a node that was part of an unbalanced triad might
reduce tension in the remaining dyad and in the network,
whereas removing a node that was part of a balanced triad
might weaken the bond between the remaining dyad and
increase tension in the network. Interestingly, Facchetti
et al. (2011) suggest that certain individuals in online

communities that are involved in the most negative interac-
tions (general Benemies^ of many others) are not creating
social tension in the sense of the original structural balance
theory but instead are creating disorder.

While we are not aware of animal studies that have
directly manipulated group composition to study structur-
al balance specifically, previous works show how manip-
ulation can elucidate network dynamics. Targeted short-
term removals in captive pig-tailed macaques, used in
combination with simulated removals, showed that indi-
viduals with different conflict management roles differen-
tially affected affiliative and agonistic network structure
(Flack et al. 2005, 2006). A natural extension to this
would be to ask if there were corresponding changes to
structural balance. In general, captive animals that are
subject to group changes due to management might pro-
vide fruitful opportunities for examining resulting effects
on network structure, such as in a study of patterns of
aggression and pair bonding in American flamingos
(Phoenicopterus ruber) after introductions and removals
of individuals (Frumkin et al. 2016). Invertebrates also
generally represent systems suitable group manipulations.
For instance, Bhadra and Jordán (2013) took advantage of
previously collected data on queen removals in two spe-
cies of paper wasps (Gadagkar 2001), also in conjunction
with simulated removals, to examine species differences
in queen succession. Many natural systems, such as in the
marmots, will not be amenable to experimental manipula-
tion due to research focus on long-term natural processes
with the goal of avoiding consequential manipulations.
However, even when direct manipulation is not desirable,
researchers could take advantage of natural events, such
as changes in group composition due to immigration and
emigration, to test if group-level structure or local struc-
ture changes in ways predicted by social network theory.
This approach has already been applied to study structural
balance in rock hyrax (Ilany et al. 2013) and response of
social networks in multiple dimensions to perturbation in
chacma baboons (Barrett et al. 2012). Going forward, ex-
perimental manipulations and natural changes in group
composition, used in conjunction with simulations and
other technologies, continue to offer exciting opportuni-
ties to gain insight into animal social networks in general
(Croft et al. 2016), and applications to structural balance
theory represent a promising avenue to test established
theory in a new range of social systems.
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